
 
MARS Executive Committee Meeting III 

Tuesday, July 1, 2008 
Anaheim CA, Hilton Anaheim, San Clemente Room, 8:00am – Noon 

DRAFT MINUTES  
 
 

Present: 
Executive Committee Members: 
Mary Mintz, Chair; Rosemary Meszaros, Vice-Chair; Kathleen Kern, Past Chair; Kelley 
Lawton, Member at Large; Debbie Bezanson, Member at Large; Laura Probst, 
Secretary. 
 
Committee and Task Force Chairs and Representatives: 
Alex Hodges, Jim Langan, Carolyn Larson. 
 
 
 
Review and approval of minutes 
Minutes for 2007 Midwinter.  Approved. 
Minutes for 2008 Midwinter.  Approved. 
Minutes will be submitted to Shannon for posting on the MARS web site. 
 
 
Committee Reports 
 
Chairs Program 2009 (Kelley Lawton) 
The tentative title for program is “What does privacy mean to the next generation” – 
covering the generational differences in perceptions of privacy.”  They are looking for 
three presenters, a young person to talk about that generation, a public, academic or 
community college librarian, and someone from outside the library world, perhaps a 
faculty member or a psychologist.  Program topic approved. 
 
 
RUSA Membership (Lawton) 
Kelley attended the RUSA 101 event.  It was very well attended and it seems there is a 
lot of interest in MARS, so our participation is worthwhile.  The committee would like to 
get talking points about MARS in case a MARS representative wouldn’t be available at 
a future session:  How is MARS different from LITA?  How is MARS different from 
RSS?, etc. 
 
 
RUSA Standards and Guidelines (Kathleen Kern) 
The only discussion item at this meeting was the Interlibrary Loan Code.  The document 
has been sent back to the section to work on the language and clarity.  The current 



chair is hoping to develop clearer guidelines about how these documents are structured 
and presented.  
Kathleen will be investigating the status of the DREI (Digital Reference Education 
Initiative) document, and whether it can or should become an official RUSA document.  
It wasn’t developed within RUSA, but it needs a home that will give it better visibility 
than it has now. 
Action item:  Rosemary Meszaros will work with Judy Solberg to move this forward 
within RSS and MARS.  As a competency document, there may be several homes for it 
within RUSA.  
 
 
Publications (Carolyn Larson) 
Shannon Jones will stay on an extra year to help Keshia Garnett.  They have worked on 
an instruction document to help committee chairs submit content for the web site.  It 
should help facilitate content submission.  They will be using a gmail account to monitor 
incoming content:  marswebcoordinators@gmail.com  They have divided workload, 
assigning responsibilities for committees A-N to Shannon and committees O-V to 
Keshia.  Committee has also taken a snapshot look at how well individual committees 
are doing in following standards set for MARS web sites. 
 
 
Messages from MARS and MARS-L (Laura Jordan) 
We have 597 subscribers to MARS-L.  Future of RUSA Update is uncertain, so dates 
for submission have not been set.  Laura has taken over MARS-L and Messages from 
MARS.  
 
 
RUSA Publications (Carolyn Larson) 
At Midwinter 2008 meeting, there were concerns about the charge to RUSA 
Publications, removing responsibility for publications and focusing on communication.  
They went ahead with some changes.  RUSQ is now not in the purview of the 
committee, although they did give an update.  MARS Best is one of three RUSQ articles 
selected by The Informed Librarian as Editor’s Picks. 
Mary Mintz reported that they had a brainstorming session at RUSA Board to talk about 
directions for RUSA Update.  Make content more interesting, like ALA Direct and other 
email publications, or look at emulating C&RL News with such things as reports about 
members.  It was also suggested that it be pushed out to subscriber emails rather than 
being a document that members must remember to go out and find.  It would become 
more than just news about the organization, but would also have materials of real 
interest to members. 
 
 
MARS Outreach (Jim Langan) 
47 people attended the MARS Happy Hour.  Finding locations continues to be difficult 
because the bars/restaurants expect some financial commitment.  BRASS seeks 
sponsors for their happy hour event and that might be a way to identify funding to 
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contract for this event.  It might be worthwhile to look at linking the happy hour to the 
preconference event.   
 
 
MARS Best Free Websites (Jim Langan) 
This year 29 diverse sites chosen for the list.  One visitor attended the all-committee 
meeting and is interested in joining the committee. 
Jim will be working with Shannon after the conference to fix the alphabetic index and 
make other revisions to the website.  Two new individuals will be co-chairs of the 
committee next year, Caroline Geck and Amy Boykin. 
 
 
RUSA Conference Program Coordinating Committee (Alex Hodges) 
It was good to have incoming representative (Kelley Lawton) in attendance at the 
meeting.  Nancy Cunningham had two questions about complementary registrations for 
preconference (for committee members and for chairs from following years 
preconference). 
Sections will only have $300 for each program they are offering at Annual.  The majority 
of the available RUSA funds will go to support the RUSA President’s Program. 
Each section has two program slots.  The two MARS programs will be the Chairs 
Program and the joint RSS/MARS program on the catalog, “You got me, do you like 
me? Evaluating next gen catalogs.” 
David Hovde is aware of the problems that sections had with scheduling and other 
arrangements.  Diane Zabel will be setting up regular conference calls for the liaisons to 
help provide support as planning proceeds. 
 
 
Chairs Program (Debbie Bezanson) 
They had about 400 people in attendance.  There were a few technology issues but 
overall it went well.  Mary Mintz commented that she received a lot of positive feedback 
about the program. 
 
 
Section Review (Linda Friend) 
The section review document was presented to RUSA Organization Committee.  That 
group didn’t feel that its role was to approve the document, but to verify that the process 
and document followed established procedures and expectations.  The group seemed 
pleased with the document, and they had positive comments in a few areas:   
--There is an ongoing process in place to collect attendance and title information for 
each program and session to make it easier to do analysis when section reviews roll 
around. 
--They also picked up on MARS intention to look at its future, and the continuing 
reinvention of MARS and RUSA. 
--Continuing education and membership initiatives. 
--MARS branding – moving forward with renaming efforts. 



Linda asked the Executive Committee to consider whether the report should be posted 
on the Web site, or not publicly distributed for a few months while the various groups act 
upon the recommendations in the report.  The group agreed to put a link to the report on 
the Web site and then integrate it into the Handbook as it is migrated to the wiki. 
Motion to accept the report was moved and seconded for approval. Vote passed 
unanimously. 
 
 
Report from Continuing Education Taskforce (Discussion continued from Executive 
Committee II meeting, June 30) (Linda Keiter) 
Summary of previous decisions: 
Section A.1 – Statement approved. 
Sections A.2-4 – Approved 
Section A.5 – Revisions to charge for new committee approved. 
 
Discussion of Sections A.6-12 
Section A.8 
Mary Mintz proposed a slight amendment to amend language.  It was accepted as a 
friendly amendment.  Mary Mintz asked for formal vote to indicate strong support for 
approaching RUSA about using available funds to purchase this equipment, with the 
intention of moving forward quickly to initiate the purchase.  Moved and seconded.  Vote 
passed. 
Action item: Immediately after the conference, Rosemary Meszaros and Mary will 
submit request to RUSA Planning and Finance Committee (or appropriate committee for 
approval) to purchase multiple microphones for the use of MARS and potentially other 
sections.  They will also request that the equipment should be housed with the RUSA 
Office.  Requests from MARS committees to use the equipment would be submitted 
with the equipment request form and to the special continuing education committee 
which will have oversight responsibility for the requests.  This action covers the 
recommendation in Section B.5. 
 
References to publications and to the Publications Committee  
Motion from Mary Mintz – All mentions in the action plan of publications or specifically of 
the Publications Committee (Sections A.9-12, Section C, and others) will be referred to 
the Publications Committee for consideration, with a response to the Executive 
Committee by October 2008.  Moved and seconded.  Vote passed. 
 
 
RUSA Professional Development (Linda Keiter) 
--At Midwinter there was a report on the support staff certification program.  That is 
moving forward.  Now they are in the process of testing the competencies that have 
been identified.  They have identified some partner organizations (by type) to work on 
the testing.  RUSA may be one of the partners as an ALA Division. 
--BRASS is going to offer a preconference titled “MBA in a Day.” 
 
 



Replacement of the MARS Historian 
Mary and Rosemary are working on drafting an individual. 
 
 
Proposed resolutions recognizing member contributions 
 
Resolution I – Patricia Riesenman 
Whereas Patricia Riesenman has been a long time member of the RUSA Section, 
MARS; and 
Whereas Patricia Riesenman has provided leadership, outstanding advice, wise 
counsel, and genuine dedication to MARS; and 
Whereas Patricia Riesenman has served as the Historian for MARS for many years; 
and 
Whereas Patricia Riesenman has served in that position with consistent cheerfulness 
and helpfulness; and 
Whereas Patricia Riesenman is retiring from her post as Historian; 
On behalf of the MARS membership past and present, the MARS Executive Committee 
salutes Patricia Riesenman and with this resolution to be conveyed to her, sends its 
deepest appreciation and thanks for work well done. 
 
Resolution II – Alesia McManus 
Whereas Alesia McManus has been a long time member of the RUSA Section, MARS; 
and 
Whereas Alesia McManus has served in many capacities within MARS; and 
Whereas in particular, Alesia McManus contributed much to establishing and 
maintaining the MARS web presence; and 
Whereas most recently, Alesia McManus provided extensive time and leadership to the 
rapid development of the 2008 Joint MARS/RSS preconference, 
On behalf of the MARS membership, the MARS Executive Committee expresses much 
gratitude to Alesia McManus for her efforts that have substantially contributed to the 
continuing education of MARS members and non-members. 
 
Resolution III 
With this resolution, the MARS Executive Committee expresses its gratitude and deep 
appreciation to Linda Friend, Chair, Section Review Committee, and to committee 
members William McHugh and Mary Popp for their persevering and outstanding work 
on the 2007/2008 five-year section review.  Their work not only summarizes recent 
MARS accomplishments, but will also inform the section’s work in the future. 
 
Resolution IV 
With this resolution, the MARS Executive committee expresses its gratitude and deep 
appreciation to Linda Keiter, Chair of the MARS Continuing Education Task Force and 
to the entire membership of that task force for their in-depth analysis of MARS’ current 
and potential efforts in this area. 
 
Moved and seconded. Vote passed. 



 
 
 
 
11:00 am – Joint meeting of MARS Executive Committee members and interested 
committee chairs with the RSS Executive Committee (Anaheim CA, Hilton Anaheim, 
San Clemente Room) 
 
Present: 
MARS: Mary Mintz, Jim Langan, Debbie Bezanson, Laura Probst, Carolyn Larson, 
Kathleen Kern. 
RSS:  Lisa Horowitz, Barb Mann, Virginia Cole, Brett Lear, Susan Beck, Joe Thompson, 
Judy Solberg. 
 
 
Approval of minutes from Midwinter 2008 joint meeting 
With correction of one typographical error, minutes approved. 
 
 
Proposal for a MARS/RSS Joint Web Space 
Implementing this would mean that both web masters would have access to the site and 
ownership information on the page would indicate shared ownership.  Links from the 
MARS and RSS web pages would go to the shared space (a document repository).  
There wouldn’t be any high level links directly into the shared space.  The space has 
been created, but the two Web masters will need to make the links to the space.  At 
least for the Virtual Reference Committee, it would be helpful if the old url could be set 
to redirect to the new url. 
 
 
RSS/MARS Preconference 2009 
For MARS, Nancy Cunningham will co-chair.  Jim Langan will also be on the committee.  
Alesia McManus and Barb Mann, co-chairs for 2008 will be available to advise the 
planning committee.  Jaclyn Kelli Bedoya will be the RSS co-chair and Ryan Shepard 
and Karen Reiman-Sendi will serve for RSS.  The committee met during this 
conference.  They are planning to have a new title, and are looking at topics.   
 
For Preconference 2010, the MARS and RSS vice chairs will appoint the planning 
committee in advance of Annual 2009 so that they can begin meeting at that meeting. 
 
Barb Mann reported that there are several potential sponsors who have indicated 
interest in supporting the conference. 
Action item:  The 2009 committee will put in the proposal for the 2010 preconference as 
soon as possible to meet official deadlines for preconference proposals. 
 
The group discussed the question of numbers of complementary registrations available 
(for planning committee members and co-chairs for the next preconference).  Nancy 



and Jaclyn should begin working with Barb to discuss the planned budget and 
incorporate these complementary registrations into that planning. 
  
 
Virtual Reference Committee Report (Joe Thompson) 
Joe asked that both chairs ensure that members are appointed to the committee and to 
the Indexing and Tutorial Subcommittees.  They have had problems with too few 
appointments to support the work of the committee.  There are also problems with all 
the names from both sections appearing in the master roster, especially from the MARS 
side. 
Action item:  Mary Mintz promised that she and Rosemary Meszaros would ensure that 
MARS members are appointed and added to the rosters. 
 
 
RUSA Conference Program Coordinating Committee  
The Committee reviewed and approved joint MARS/RSS program on next gen catalogs.  
The program will also have co-sponsorship of the LITA Next Generation Catalog 
Interest Group.  This program will fill one of the two MARS program slots. 
 
 
Reference Renaissance Conference 
RUSA has contributed some support to the conference scheduled for August 2008 
($3000 for a break and $1700 for two scholarships for travel).  The planners for that 
conference have requested RUSA support for the next conference being planned for 
2009.   
There was a motion that RSS and MARS endorse having RUSA provide financial 
support to the Reference Renaissance 2009 conference at the same level provided for 
the 2008 conference.  Moved and seconded.   
An additional friendly amendment:  Recommend that RUSA be given some formal 
presence on the program.  Vote passed unanimously. 
 
 
Next meeting 
For Midwinter 2009, Judy Solberg will schedule and chair the joint meeting.  RSS 
Secretary will be responsible for minutes from the meeting. 
 
 
 
Meeting adjourned at Noon 
Minutes submitted by Laura Probst, MARS Secretary 
 
 
 
 
 


